Déglon: The Silex and Oryx Collections

The Déglon cutlery firm presents its latest collections: Silex and Oryx. The rounded shape of the knife handles in the Silex collection mean that they are easy to grasp. The space provided for the thumb very close to the blade, allows for precise cutting. Both ergonomic and elegant, this collection includes steak knives and kitchen knives.

The Silex collection comes in two ranges: Silex Premium and Silex Color. Knives in the Silex Premium range have handles in pressed, polished wood. A stainless steel rivet that goes right through the handle allows for strong yet discreet assembly of the blade onto the handle. In the Silex Color range, the brick red polypropylene handle is injection overmolded to guarantee strength and seal.

The ultra-modern design of the forged Oryx knife has a molybdenum and vanadium steel blade that offers razor sharp cutting.

The 18/10 stainless steel handle has a satin-finished and creates a perfect seal between the blade and bolster.

Since its establishment in 1921 by Jean Déglon, the Déglon cutlery firm has been making knives and kitchen utensils for both professionals and the general public. Based in Thiers in the Auvergne region and currently directed by his grandson Thierry Déglon, the firm achieves over 20 percent of its turnover in exports.

For more information, visit www.deglon.com, email info@deglon.fr or call +33 0.473.80.44.99.
**COOLER**

Keeps ice cold with Hoozer, shield cooler. The Hoozer is an inner and outer shell together to maximize insulation that's sweat. Just scoop a little water into your Hoozer, insert a bottle directly into the ice water, put the ring to seal your drink in water while you enjoy every sip. The seal is made of durable, dishwasher-safe plastic that allows the Hoozer to fit most cans and bottles. As the ring into the threads of the bottle, the seal compresses around the straw, creating a leak-free unit for your drink. Made in the USA.

Cooler, LLC
8361
www.hoozercooler.com

**LADY DIAMOND COLORS**

The star range of Cristal d’Arques Paris, Lady Diamond was launched in 2008 to celebrate the brand's 40th anniversary. This line combines modernity with a classic look, using flared shapes and plays on facets that underline a contemporary elegance. Available from launch in a transparent version, the range now comes in shades from charcoal grey to plum, including red and pink, bringing a touch of glamour to the table. Since 2010 the entire Lady Diamond range has benefitted from Diamax® technology, a material specially developed by Cristal d’Arques Paris, the result of three years research. This new material makes glass stronger, with a shine that can resist daily washing in a dishwasher.

Arc International
+33.01.53.26.14.40
www.cristaldarquesparis.com

**LA CLEF DU VIN**

La Clef du Vin from Peugeot, now with a new contemporary design, is an ingenious wine accessory that can instantly adjust the traits of your wine. This long, slender tool has a sharply angled, textured metallic head. To use, slip it into a wine glass or bottle for just a few seconds. To accelerate wine development and access exceptional variations. This unique process will reveal the qualities of your wine and also help measure the aging potential of your favorite wines. La Clef du Vin works with all types of wines, including white, red, rosé, sparkling and naturally sweet wines. La Clef du Vin, which is 7.25 inches long, and the 6-inch La Clef du Vin Travel, a smaller, portable version, come packaged together in a beautiful gift box for a suggested retail price of $80. La Clef du Vin Travel can also be purchased separately in a gift box for $60.

Peugeot
877.777.5914
www.peugeot-saveurs.com

**CAPABUNGA**

CaboBunga® is a reusable wine bottle cap used to reseal your open wine bottles after you remove the cork. Made from food grade silicone, they resemble the bungs used to seal barrels during winemaking. Once applied, their low profile allows open bottles to fit in the fridge door so the door can close, they also prevent leakage when the open bottle is laid on its side. Available in a variety of colors either blank or with fun phrases like “Detox,” “Mat Time” and “In Case of Emergency Remove Cap,” suggested retail price: $7.95 for a 2-pack.

CaboBunga
707.837.8880
www.cabobunga.com

**SEMPLI EDITIONS**

The wine accessory collection features glassware, expertly crafted by master blowers around the world. Designed for modern-day wine lovers, each piece can be enjoyed by anyone at any time. From a Viola Vaso-a-Vino bottle stopper with a classic high angle stem to measure in diameters and lengths, all designed with love and care. Made from high-quality materials, the collection is dishwasher safe and made to last. See more designs at Sempli.com.

Sempli
310.694.7909
www.sempli.com
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The star range of Cristal d'Arques Paris, Lady Diamond was launched in 2008 to celebrate the brand's 40th anniversary. This line combines modernity with a classic look, using flared shapes and plays on facets that underline a contemporary elegance.

Available from launch in a transparent version, the range now comes in shades from charcoal grey to plum, including red and pink, bringing a touch of glamour to the table. Since 2010 the entire Lady Diamond range has benefited from Diamax® technology, a material specially developed by Cristal d'Arques Paris, the result of three years research. This new material makes glass stronger, with a shine that can resist daily washing in a dishwasher.

The colored Lady Diamond glasses are available as a goblet, flute, wine or old-fashioned glass. Made in France.

Arc International